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T he problem of globally minimizing a concave function over a (bounded) polytope has occupied the attention of a number of researchers since Tui (1964) first addressed it. Recent efforts in the 1980s include the algorithms of Benson (1985) , Rosen (1983) , and Thoai and Tui (1980) .
A Successive Underestimation Method (suM), developed earlier (Falk and Hoffman 1976) to solve this problem, has the following features:
(a) it is a finite procedure; (b) it does not involve cuts of the feasible region; (c) it does not require any accounting scheme to keep track of subproblems; (d) it generates a sequence of linear programs; (e) it employs only pivoting operations; and (f) it is guaranteed to terminate at a global solution.
The method we introduce in this paper has similar characteristics and, indeed, has a similar interpretation in that both methods seek a global minimizer by successively collapsing containing polytopes around the feasible region. The method by which these polytopes are collapsed is, however, very different.
In SUM, at iteration k, a polytope Sk is available that contains the feasible region S. This polytope Sk has both a representation in terms of linear inequalities (e.g., Aix -bi, i E Ik) and a representation in terms of its vertices (i.e., {w1:j E Jk4 is the set of vertices of Sk). Both these representations are known at iteration k. To proceed, the method selects the most promising vertex w ik of Sk and identifies a halfspace Aikx < bik that does not contain wik. This halfspace is then added to the halfspaces defining Sk to create Sk?1. The algorithm must then generate the new vertices defining Sk+1,  and this is its most expensive computation. In the method presented in this paper, we view S as a face of a polytope C of dimension one greater than the dimension of S. At iteration k, we maintain a partial list of extreme points of C, and edges emanating from these extreme points. Those edges that intersect the hyperplane defining the face S thereby define a set of vertices {w':j E Jk}, whose convex hull is a polytope Sk. We show that S is a subset of Sk. As in SUM, we select the most promising vertex w k of Sk. At most n + 1 new extreme points of C are identified, with associated edges, thus yielding at most n + 1 new points Iwj . These new points, taken with the previously generated points fwj, j E Jk }, but excluding wJk, define a polytope Sk+?l that more accurately contains S. The amount of work required to pass from stage k to stage k + 1 is significantly lower than that required by SUM. A pleasant by-product of the proposed method is that redundant constraints do not affect the computation (as they do in SUM). This fact was established by Mattheiss (1973) , who proposed a method similar to the scheme we will present, but for the generation of all vertices of a polytope. Indeed, our method may be viewed as our original algorithm, sum, modified along the lines proposed by Matthiess for a different problem.
The reader need not be intimately aware of the results of the research just mentioned; we intend this paper to stand alone. However, we will reference and not repeat, any proofs required from those sources.
In Section 1, we list our assumptions and notation and present our algorithm, along with a pair of illustrative examples. Section 2 contains the necessary proofs, and Section 3 presents computational results.
The Method of Collapsing Polytopes
Problem that we address has the form minimize f(x) subject to Ax < b (P) wherefis a concave function defined over R', and A is an m X n matrix with m > n. We use Ai to denote the ith row of A, and 11 Ai 11 to denote its Euclidean norm. We shall assume that Assumption (a) guarantees the existence of a solution to problem P, but it is also necessary to invoke it according to the nature of the algorithm that we are proposing. Assumption (b) is also essential, as our method needs to identify a center of the feasible region. Assumptions (a) and (b) can both be verified upon solving problem CP. If (a) fails, then S contains a feasible ray R = {x = -+ Td }. If CP had a solution (x*, y*), it is not hard to show that (x* + rd, y*) is also a solution for all T 3 0. Thus the failure of (a) is indicated by the unboundedness of CP, or the existence of an unbounded ray of solutions of CP, and either of these events is evident from the final tableau of CP. The failure of (b) is indicated by an optional solution value of 0 for problem CP, since as is well known (and shown below), CP's solution yields the center x and radius j of the largest sphere enclosed in S.
Assumptions (c) and (d) are essential in that we make extensive use of the fact that a nondegenerate vertex of a polytope in R7 has exactly n neighbors. While these assumptions cannot generally be checked a priori, their failure would become apparent during the execution of the algorithm. On the other hand, a problem that does not satisfy (c) and (d) could still be solved successfully (as Example 2 will show) if such vertices do not require attention during the execution of the method.
We invoke assumption (e) to build the initial enclosing polytope. Its failure would be apparent upon solving CP. Assumption (f) is employed for expository convenience only.
Finally, note that the concavity off is used only to guarantee a vertex solution.
Note that the feasible region S = Ix: A < bl can be interpreted as that n-face of the set C for which y = 0. In particular, the vertices of S are those vertices of C for which y = 0.
If The first step in our algorithm will be to identify the n + 1 neighbors (x', yi, Si) of (x?, y0, s'). This can be done algorithmically by representing (x0, yo, so) in tableau form and pivoting in those n + 1 components of so that are zero (see Figure 1) , using the usual minimum-ratio rule.
In order to generate the first enclosing polytope So of S, we need to extend the rays beginning at (x?, y?) and passing through the neighbors (x', y') until these As before, we extend the rays emanating from v' through the points u'i until they pierce the plane y = 0. This is accomplished by pivoting on the entry ai, identified previously. The result is a set of (at most n + 1) points w"'. We compute the values l; = fl(wt"), and associate these values with the neighbors vu1i. (The vertex vu', is obtained by using the usual ratio test to determine the leaving variable.)
We will show in Section 2 that S is a subset of the convex hull of the points {w'J from stage k, excluding the particular point wt whose associated v' was used to extend the tree, but including the newly generated points w'i.
We may summarize the algorithm as follows. This example was constructed so that it has four global minimizers, and all vertices of S need to be generated. The final tableau of problem CP is given in Table I Figure 4 depicts the branch-and-bound tree, and Figure 5 shows the geometrical history of the method.
Initialize

Proof of Convergence
In order to prove convergence of this method, it suffices to show that (a) the initial polytope generated by the convex hull of the extended neighbors of vo contains the feasible region S, and (b) if the polytope associated with tree Tk, contains S, then the polytope associated with Tk+, contains S. Since we are growing trees whose nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with vertices of C, the method must be finite. Since the global minimum off over each containing polytope is known, the algorithm terminates when the minimizing vertex becomes feasible.
The vertices of C form a directed graph G = (V, E) with edges (u&, vt) E E if and only if vu = (xs, yS) and vt -(x', y') are neighboring vertices on C, and if ys > yt (i.e., xt is closer to the boundary of S than is x'). The algorithm that we are describing will specify a sequence To, T1, . . ., T, of subtrees of G that satisfy We now turn to the mechanics of the algorithm and, in particular, the computation of the w' i of the "Step" portion of the algorithm.
Since we are interested in minimizing concave functions over S, as opposed to generating all vertices of S, we will use the value of the objective function f over the vertices of Sk to determine Tk+l from Tk. We do this to avoid, whenever possible, the complete generation of all vertices of S. We will, however, use the values y' to order our list of vertices of Tk for easy access.
In order to proceed from Tk to Tk+I, we need a vertex description of Sk The authors are aware that Dr. Marsten has recently developed a new linear programming package, XMP, which is both more efficient and more stable than the earlier SEXOP package. XMP will replace SEXOP for all linear programming calculations in the concave minimization code as soon as the necessary modifications to that package have been made. However, since All computational results reported in this paper use SFXOP and since we report only counts on the number of pivot operations (rather than CPU time required for such pivots), we believe the comparative conclusions drawn will not be altered by the substitution.
In order to obtain the information necessary for branching strategies, we maintain a simple pointerstructured list that is ordered by objective function value. This list is linked to a second list ordered by the sum of the indices of the nonbasic variables that represent that vertex. This second list carries, along with each nonbasic sum value, the indices of the nonbasic variables. This index information is all that is necessary to set up the tableau for any vertex.
At the branching stage, the procedure needs to remove only the top entry from the first list and its associated index information from the second list. Given a branching node, the algorithm then generates its neighbors. It determines if each of these neighbors is added to the list by checking whether there exists a variable on the second list whose nonbasic indices sum equals that obtained for this new vertex. If such an entry exists, then it does a further check to insure that each nonbasic index matches. If it does, the vertex is not entered on the list. If a match does not occur, it also checks a "tombstone" list (also ordered by nonbasic indices sum) to assure that the vertex had not been generated previously and subsequently removed. If no match occurs on either list, this new vertex is entered in both the list ordered by objective function value and the list ordered by nonbasic indices sum. We shall refer to the computer implementation of this algorithm as CONCAVI.
To evaluate how well this code performrLs on a variety of problem types, we compared it to two other computer codes. The first, SUM is an implementation of the earlier algorithm developed by the authors. This code is modularly designed with all input, output, simplex operations, and (where possible) list structure routines identical to those used by CONCAVE.
As mentioned earlier, SUM must maintain both a tableau and a constraint representation of each vertex on the list. The other features of this algorithm that differ in code structure from that of CONCAVE are: We used as our performance measures: (1) the number of pseudopivots, (2) the number of actual pivots, and (3) the maximum number of elements on the list. We do not report any accuracy measures since all three codes produced the same answer both in objective function value and in solution vector (to 10-' accuracy) on all problems tested.
We have chosen not to report any computation time measures in this paper because the variability in reported CPU time caused by machine loading on a UNIVAC 1108 is sufficiently large to confound any measurements (for more about machine variability, see Bell 1975, or Hoffman and Jackson 1982). Differences in computational effort among these codes can be based only on pivot operations since that is all these codes do, and the way they pivot is identical since they each use common subroutines for these calculations. Thus our performance measure should reflect true computational effort. In terms of storage requirements, SUM requires considerably more storage than CONCAVE since it needs three more arrays that are the length of maximum list size. It is these arravs that limit the size of the problem the implementation can solve.
We again ran the four problems presented in Falk and Hoffman. The results appear in Table II . In addition to these small examples used primarily for feasibility testing, the major test effort involved the pseudorandom generation of polytopes coupled with the generation of concave objective functions having linear fixed charges or negative quadratic terms. For each problem type, 25 problems were randomly generated and the numbers reported are the average obtained from those 25 problems. In Tables II-V, we present the results of this test effort. Note that the problems discussed in Table II differ from those in  Table III (1) For problems of the size tested, neither the size of the fixed charge nor the size of the negative quadratic term has a significant effect on the computational effort required to solve these problems.
(2) Both SUM and CONCAVE appear to outperform ALVERT consistently in terms of maximum list size and number of pseudopivots for the types of problems tested. These results indicate that successively underestimating the objective function by enclosing the feasible region in polytopes that decrease in size at each iteration is a promising approach for concave minimization problems.
